LINA SDOTTIR, RWS

J. D. LEWIS 249
Fleet Street
Etching
Ed. 25
F. £200
UF. £100

DAVID LINTINE 250
Interior Kettles Yard
Etching
F. £160

White Sheet and Aquatint
100 £200
£150

VALE BAS, RE

Feeling for Beeches
Etching
Ed. 100 (75)
F. £175

MARK MILLMORE, RE

Feeling for Yellow River
Woodcut
Ed. 50
F. £320

De Ville, Pont-Neuf and Engraving
75 (75)
£175

£125

CHRISTOPHER LE WAGNER

"Wagner", 1994
Aquatint, set of 8
50 £910

"Wagner", 1994
Woodcut, set of 8
50 £910

WAGNER, RE

OPHELIA LIVES

Woodcut
Ed. 15 (10)
F. £350

Jean Lodge, RE

Woodcut
Ed. 25 (10)
F. £300

JOHN LOKER

Safety Zone I, 1989
Screenprint
Ed. 450
F. £365

ELIZABETH LOVEJOY

DAY LILIES

Collograph
Ed. 45
F. £320

SUSAN LYNCH

RATS

Crossed the Ridge
Drypoint
Ed. 10
F. £100

SUSIE LEE

Across the Ridge
Drypoint
Ed. 10
F. £100

GE LEVANTIS

III
Dry Point Steel
£500

PAVEL MAKOY, ARE

Place V
Etching
Ed. 30 (1)
F. £535

UF. £475

WALNUTS

Etching
Ed. 100 (2)
F. £150

UF. £110

MARY MALENOIR, RE

The Poison Hides Away
Aquatint and Hand Colouring
Ed. 50 (50)
F. £350

UF. £285

HAIMENT LIU

Williamson Art

F. £160

TONG HU

Vegetable Soup
Silkscreen
Ed. 5
F. £250

UF. £175

TONI MARTINA, RE

Inter City, East, London
Etching, Aquatint and Hand Colouring
Ed. 50 (50)
F. £350

UF. £285

AMANDA MALPASS

A Simple Life
Mixed Media
Ed. 50 (50)
F. £190

UF. £150

AMANDA MALPASS

Plastic Glove, Wire Brush
Screenprint
F. £1010

UF. £910

PROF TIM MARA

Morning Calm
Aquatint
Ed. 50 (35)
F. £200

UF. £155

NEIL LEE

Shady Lane
Aquatint
Ed. 50 (45)
F. £220

UF. £190

LEONARD LAMBERT

Still Life with Oranges
Etching
Ed. 50
F. £200

UF. £155

LEONARD MCMILLAN, RE

Shell and Shard
Mezzotint
Ed. 50 (50)
F. £175

UF. £150

THERESA NICKERSON

Portrait of Gemma
Etching
Ed. 50
F. £400

HELEN MERRIN

A Shadow
Woodcut
Ed. 20
F. £400

UF. £350

MYRIAM METCALF

Freida
Mixed Media
Ed. 5
F. £65

UF. £60

FIONA McINTYRE

Disintegration
Photo Etching
F. £350

SALLY MCLAREN, RE

Cultivation
Colour Etching
F. £185

UF. £160

TIGHE McNAB

Climbing with Curious
Gardener
Etching
Ed. 150
F. £215

UF. £155

JOHN McPAKE, RE

Nocturne
Etching with Aquatint
Ed. 50 (30)
F. £185

UF. £160

MATTHEW R. E. MEADOWS

Pattern I
Relief Monoprint
F. £240

DAVID MOLLER

An Illegal Gathering
Etching
Ed. 1 (of 1)
F. £240

UF. £190

JULIAN MEREDITH

A Shadow
Wodcut Print
Ed. 20
F. £400

UF. £350

SHEILA MORRISON

Farewell Spit, I, II and III
Colour Etching
Ed. 5 (5)
F. £400

UF. £350

SUSAN MOXLEY

The Nightingale
Etching with Chine Colle
Ed. 5 (3)
F. £240

UF. £200

STEPHEN MUMBERSON, ARE

Kulturband
Linocut/Electrostatic Transfer/Mono Print
F. £280